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Good afternoon Chair Kallos, and the members of the Governmental Operations
Committee. My name is Amy Loprest, and I am Executive Director of the New York
City Campaign Finance Board.
Thank you for the invitation to provide testimony.
With a truly important election less than two weeks away, it is of utmost importance that
New Yorkers have confidence in the election process. We thank the Council for
supporting the Board of Elections in their efforts to administer this year’s historic vote in
a manner that is efficient, honest, fair, and transparent.
Through our voter engagement arm, NYC Votes, the Campaign Finance Board strongly
supports efforts to use technology to make it easier for more New Yorkers to register and
vote.
That starts with universally accessible online voter registration. New York has a turnout
problem, but we also have a voter registration problem—more than a million New York
City residents are eligible, but not registered to vote. We can reduce that number by
making voter registration as quick, simple, and easy as any Internet transaction for all
New Yorkers, not only for those with driver’s licenses or a DMV-issued identification
card.
That is why we have long supported reforms to that State Election Law that would bring
our outdated, pen-and-paper voter registration system into the 21st century. The Voter
Empowerment Act would enable online voter registration through the state Board of
Elections, allow New Yorkers more control over their own voter registration records, and
provide New Yorkers an automatic opportunity to register when they access government
services. It would add efficiency and improve the accuracy of the voter rolls, by
eliminating much of the data entry performed by BOE staff. There was a resolution
considered in this committee earlier this year (Res. No. 1060-2016) in support of this
important legislation.
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We were encouraged, as were many advocates for better elections technology, when the
Attorney General advised in April that online voter registration is consistent with current
State Election Law—including the use of an electronic signature. However, the same
opinion concluded that Election Law requires a form completed with an electronic
signature to be printed and delivered to the local Board of Elections. The result? Voters
can access something that looks like electronic registration, but administrators behind the
scenes are left working with the same old paper-based system.
This is a step forward, but an incremental one at best. Intro. No. 508-A would codify an
incomplete and temporary solution into the City Charter.
We understand and appreciate the Council’s desire to move forward in this area.
However, we believe our primary objective should be to seek changes to State Election
Law that will enable electronic transmission of the entire voter record to the relevant
Board of Elections.
We offered testimony on much of the remaining legislation on today’s agenda in previous
appearances before this Committee, and we refer you to our previous testimony for
comment on those bills.
Many thanks for the opportunity to provide testimony today.
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Thank you to Chair Kallos and members of the committee for the opportunity to submit
testimony regarding pending legislation related to the operations of the New York City Board of
Elections.
The New Kings Democrats is a progressive, grassroots political organization committed to
bringing transparency, accountability, and inclusionary democracy to the Kings County
Democratic Party. To those ends, we strive to prioritize issues and advance policy platforms that
shape the conversation around local progressive politics, and good government.
Despite being a partisan political club, NKD has a strong commitment to advocating for ways to
make government work better for all voters, and we hope that more partisan political clubs will
join the nonpartisan effort to improve the way our elections are managed. We support Intro 508
and all efforts to make voter registration more accessible to everyday people, and we support
the adoption of best practices that are popular in other parts of this country.
In September of last year, NKD adopted a platform for voting rights, which included full online
voter registration. Other reforms we seek to implement are automatic registration; same day
enrollment; lowering the voting age to 16; noncitizen voting in municipal elections; an ability to
correct registration errors at the polls; and full voting rights for those previously convicted of a
felony, those awaiting trial, and those currently serving a sentence. We know these reforms will
take a lot of work at the state and local level, but we urge the Council to consider them and work
to make it easer to participate in our elections.
While NKD is interested in working with the Board of Elections in any way that we can, we are
greatly dismayed at both their refusal to accept 20 million dollars in funding from the Mayor’s
office in exchange for modest reforms, and also the recorded comments of Manhattan BOE
commissioner Alan Schulkin, expressing xenophobic and factually incorrect views on voter fraud
in the city. These comments reflect poorly on an organization that we all rely on, but also are not
founded in fact, and promote animosity and unhelpful stereotypes about non-white neighbors
Comments like this have been distressingly common this year at the national level in regards to
the “integrity” of our elections. We expect more from our Board, and we need to empower them

to not only deliver more to the citizens of the city, but to lead the country as New York City leads
in many ways already.
We thank you again for this opportunity and are open to discuss our reform ideas in detail at any
opportunity.

